The complete flow field surrounding a rotating cylinder is calculated by solving the Navier-Stokes equations using the finite difference method. The numerical simulation is performed on a transformed rectilinear grid, with axes representing the radial and angular dimensions. Different boundary conditions of the simulations are tested by changing the tangential speed of the rotating cylinder, ranging from subsonic to supersonic speed. The following variables in the modeled flow fields are analyzed: temperature, velocity, pressure, density, and stress. The large gradient of velocity near the cylinder is found to create high stress, which leads to rise in temperature. Pressure and density near the cylinder decreases as the speed of the cylinder increases. The proposed simulation method and analysis of air flow can be extended to the modeling of air flow around a Diabolo.
Introduction
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is developed to solve diverse fluid mechanics problems [1] with various numerical techniques such as finite difference [2] [3] , finite volume [4] [5] [6] , and finite element [7] [8] methods. These techniques have been used to find solutions to the drivenlid cavity problem [9] , low Reynolds number flow (Re = 40) about a circular cylinder on an unstructured adaptive grid made of triangles and rectangles [10] , and the downstream flow field surrounding a 2D rectangular prism [11] .
In this paper, the Navier-stokes equations are solved to investigate the air flow properties around a cylinder rotating about its central axis. Past research on air flow around a cylinder includes the affect of surface roughness on the cylinder [12] , the affect of a surrounding porous medium on the air [13] , the difference in flow fields between a circular and square cylinder [14] , and the turbulent air flow of a high Reynolds number around a cylindrical body [15] . Most of the discussions in the past have been focusing on downstream air flow around a stationary cylinder. Another interesting research topic is the flow field generated from a cylinder spinning on its central axis, which can be extended to real-world spinning objects such as a Diabolo or wheels of a car.
Problem and Proposed Airflow model
The given problem is to find the solution to the air flow surrounding a rotating cylinder under various boundary conditions and parameters. The Navier-Stokes equations are used to solve the air flow which is 2-D, compressible, viscous, and laminar. The behavior of the air flow using different boundary conditions such as speed is examined. In the model, we define the cylinder of radius r 0 to rotate along its central axis with a tangential velocity v tan , and a solution to the complete flow field for a certain r 1 distance from the surface of the cylinder is produced. In the equations, the variables u, v, ρ, and e denote radial velocity, tangential velocity, density, and specific internal energy, respectively, as shown below with all the other variables and constants in Figure 1 . In the model, the physical configuration on a polar grid is transformed to Cartesian parametric grid.
λ volume viscosity (P a s) µ 0 reference viscosity value (P a s)
T 0 reference temperature value (K) γ heat capacity ratio
Variables Constants
Figure 1: Variables Used in the Simulation.
Governing Equations
To solve for the flow field, we are going to solve the 2-D Navier Stokes equations. Before grid transformation, the Navier-Stokes equations is given by:
Where U , F , and G are following solution vectors:
Equations 1 -4 represent the two dimensional conservative form of the Navier-Stokes equations. In order to completely solve the fluid equations above, a few other conditions need to be included:
where R * is the gas constant per molar mass.
For air, the value of γ is around 1.4.
, which is also known as Sutherland's law.
µ c p k = 0.71, which is also known as the Prandtl number.
We will also need the definitions of the stress (τ xy , τ xx , τ yy ) and heat flux (q x , q y ):
Grid Transformation Equations
Since the cross-section of the cylinder is circular, it is natural to use a polar coordinate system. To facilitate finite difference calculation, the set of differential Eqs. (1-4) is transformed from the polar coordinate system to the Cartesian coordinate system. Let the radius ξ be r 0 + r and the polar angle η be θ. Then, the Cartesian position coordinates are x = ξ cos(η) and y = ξ sin(η).
Based on the coordinate transformation, elements of the Jacobian are:
The Jacobian of the x, y, ξ, η vector transformation is defined as: 
The following two differential operators are used to transform any partial differentials of variables mentioned in Eqs. (5-9) from the physical domain to the computational domain:
The Navier-Stokes equations solved over the computational domain is 
Initial and Boundary Conditions
Second order Maccormack [16] algorithm in both space and time domain with explicit finite difference is used to solve the Navier-Stokes Equations. The computational plane has a radial axis ξ and an angular axis η. In the η direction, there is no outer or inner boundary because of its periodic nature; however, in the ξ (radial) direction, the surface of the cylinder is at one side and the free-stream boundary is at the other. In other words, the wall is at ξ = r 0 and the free-stream boundary is at ξ = r 0 + r max . For the initial conditions, the temperature is 300 Kelvin, the u and v components of velocity are 0 m/s except at the wall boundary, the pressure is 101.325 kPa, and the stress and heat flux terms are all 0. For the boundary conditions shown in Figure 2 , the temperature at the wall is always 300 Kelvin, and is extrapolated at the free-stream boundary. The velocity at the wall, v tan , is set to various speeds, and the free-stream values of u and v components are extrapolated. Pressure is extrapolated both at the wall and the free-stream boundary.
The initial and boundary conditions for density, internal energy, dynamic viscosity, volume viscosity, and thermal conductivity are then calculated from the existing variables.
Numerical Method
The rectilinear computational ξ, η grid is constructed with appropriate step sizes, 2 × 10 −7 m in the ξ direction and 0.009 m in the η direction. The Reynolds number is set to various values for the simulation. To satisfy the CFL condition, subsonic flows use a time-step around 10 −11 s to prevent instability. For supersonic flows, a smaller time step 10 −12 s is used. The transformation from x, y to ξ, η is performed to generate the necessary partial derivatives to calculate the Jacobian for later use. In order to maintain second order accuracy in the spatial domain, the difference leading to ∂U ∂t is calculated in opposite direction during corrector and predictor steps [16] .
During the predictor step, a forward difference is used for the F and G calculation, as shown in Eq. (16):
A partial derivative in Eq. (16) used in the matrix of F with respect to ξ will be differenced backward, while one with respect to η will be differenced centrally. Similarly, a partial derivative in Eq. (16) in the matrix G with respect to η will be differenced backward, while one with respect to ξ will be differenced centrally. F and G matrices are then constructed with corresponding vector-transformations to get the F 1 and G 1 necessary for the predictor step, shown in Eqs. (10) (11) (12) . Then, ∂U ∂t predictor is calculated by forward differencing F 1 and G 1 , where F is differenced with respect to ξ and G is differenced with respect to η. Using F 1 and G 1 , the intermediate value of U 1 is generated.
Before the corrector step, U 1 must be decoded to obtain the data to get the primitive variables in order to generate new functions forF andḠ. After updating the primitive variables, the variables are extrapolated at the free-stream boundary, shown in Figure 2 . Finally, the heat and friction partial derivative terms are also updated for the corrector step.
During the corrector step, a backward difference is used for the F and G calculation. A partial derivative in Eq. (17) used in the matrix of F with respect to ξ will be differenced forward, while one with respect to η will be differenced centrally. Similarly, a partial derivative in Eq. (17) in the matrix G with respect to η will be differenced forward, while one with respect to ξ will be differenced centrally. Now that all of the data is updated,F andḠ are constructed for the corrector step, shown in Eq. (17):
∂U ∂t corrector is then calculated by backward differencingF andḠ.
Finally, the value of U 1 at time step n + 1 is updated by taking the U 1 at time step n and adding the average of the predictor and corrector values as described by Eqs. (18-19) . A similar process of decoding is done to obtain the new values of the variables such as ρ, p, T , ready for the next iteration.
Simulation Results and Discussion
The simulation is run until the disturbance in the flow field reaches the outer boundary. The distribution of 5 variables from subsonic and supersonic simulations are examined: temperature, density, pressure, velocity, and stress.
Near the cylinder wall, the behavior of temperature differs between low and high speeds. In Figure 3 and 4, temperature monotonically decreases radially outward. However, the distributions of 1 m/s and 10 m/s starts out concave, while the 20 m/s starts out convex. The convex graph is more representative in supersonic results, where the temperature rapidly increases and then decreases near the wall of the cylinder. For 1000 m/s, the maximum temperature approaches 400K, which is consistent with the large frictional stress near the cylinder as shown in Figure 11 . On the other hand, near the free-stream boundary where the friction is essentially zero shown in Figures 11 and 12 , temperature is primarily determined by pressure for both subsonic and supersonic results. Temperature increases as pressure increases according to the ideal gas law, shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
The velocity at low speeds converges to zero around 40 units radially away from the cylinder, as shown in Figure 5 , while only at 15 units for supersonic speeds shown in Figure 6 . This is consistent with the stress (τ terms), shown in shown in Figures 11 and 12 . The stresses graphed here are the mixed partial derivatives of the u and v velocity. Because of the high gradients of velocity near the wall of the cylinder, there is high stress near the wall as well. At 1000 m/s, the stress can reach over 14000 Pascals as shown in the green curve of Figure 12 , which is consistent with the 400 K temperature at that point as well. Conversely, the velocity near the free-stream boundary tend to zero because of the no-slip boundary condition present in both subsonic and supersonic simulations. Likewise, the stress must also tend to zero near the free-stream since it is defined as the gradient of velocity.
At subsonic speeds, the data for pressure is consistent with the velocity. By Bernoulli's Principle, high velocities will result in low pressures, and low velocities result in high pressure, as shown in Figure 7 . With the largest velocity (20 m/s), the pressure is at the lowest (1.0130×10 5 ). In supersonic cases, the Bernoulli effect is more noticeable , shown in Figure 8 . Near the cylinder wall, high speeds faster than the speed of sound result in very low pressure. Near the free-stream boundary, as velocities tend to zero, pressure increases, relatively quickly in the 1000 m/s case.
Because high velocities produce low pressures, corresponding density graphs should also be comparatively low. Figures 9 and 10 show such consistency. The highest velocity of each graph have the lowest density curve. Most notably, a large dip down to 0.9 kg/m 3 is seen in the 1000 m/s case, which reflects the low pressure and high speeds at that point. 
Future Work
The simulation of the flow-field of this cylinder lends to future works well. The flow field of other circular cylindrical objects that spin around its axis can be studied similarly. In particular, the solution to the flow-field can be generated around a Chinese Yoyo, formally known as the Diabolo. The 2-Dimensional Navier-Stokes Equations will be extended to 3 dimensions, and the grid transformation will be from a 3-space to a cylindrical coordinate system. The Diabolo will be modeled by a region of a quadric surface, most likely a hyperboloid of 1 sheet. The finite difference method can still be used, as the general frame of the simulation is the same, but the result should be more interesting. Another application is to speed up the current simulation. It's implemented in Matlab and has no parallelism. As a result we are restricted to relatively small grid with low resolution. Using Fortran and MPI, the code can be rewritten to run at a much faster rate with a smaller time-step and more time loops. The result will be more accurate, and stability can be achieved for higher resolution grid and higher speed air flow.
